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Hear the book read aloud here: Miss Smith’s Incredible Storybook  

 

I.   INTRODUCTION (PREP QUESTIONS) 
• Ask students to discuss the cover illustration.  What/whom do they observe?  Model a think-aloud: “I 

wonder who Miss Smith is?  I wonder why she is surrounded by all these different characters?  I wonder 
if these characters have something to do with the title of this book, Miss Smith’s Incredible 
Storybook?”   

• Ask students to predict in what way the title and the illustration could be related.   

• Point out the badge that Miss Smith is wearing (The Clash).  Model a think-aloud: “I wonder why she is 
wearing this pin and what it means?” 

• Show students the title page illustration.  Ask them to infer more about Miss Smith as a character 
(cool: red spiky hair, dice hanging from the mirror). 

II.  DURING READING 

• Pp. 1-2: Read; have students compare and contrast the illustrations of the two characters.  How does 
Zack appear to feel?  Miss Smith?  How has Zack felt about his other teacher and class in 1st grade?  
Have students identify qualities about Miss Smith’s appearance that might present a different 
perception of his new teacher to Zack (spiky orange hair, leather jacket, wearing a badge).   

• Pp. 3-4: Read; reread first sentence and confirm observations that students made from illustration 
above.  

Then read the first part of the second sentence (“But the day went along like every school day Zack 
could remember…”) and have students discuss how Zack seems to be feeling after his initial 
impression.  What then happened that caused Zack’s feeling to change (story time)?  How do Zack’s 
classmates feel in the illustration?   

• Pp. 5-6: It says that Zack and the rest of his class were “right in the middle of the story”.  What does 
this mean?  How do his classmates seem to feel in the illustration? 

• Pp. 7-8: Read; ask students to discuss how Zack has changed (now loves school; doesn’t feel it’s boring 
as in the past).  What is his favorite part?  Have students define whooshed using context and picture 
clues; have them make whooshing sounds.  Explain that the word whoosh is an example of figurative 
language called an onomatopoeia.  An onomatopoeia is a word that copies the sound of the object or 
action it refers to.  Other examples of onomatopoeias: bark, hiss, meow, crack. 

★ 2nd Grade Common ore Reading Standard ★ 

Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or 
digital text to demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or 

https://youtu.be/GxW5s6B3JBk?list=PLsxhaZKvViNrKZDoiKTT_a7blFTit-0zc


• Pp. 9-10: Read; ask students to discuss what it means when it says that “Zack wondered what would 
happen next”.  Have students to define grinned from the context; have them demonstrate grin.  Ask 
students why was Zack grinning (he knew characters would come out of the book and wanted to see 
principal’s reaction)?    

• Pp. 11-12: Read; ask students how the classmates feel in the illustration?  Ask students to discuss the 
principal’s reaction.   

• Pp. 13-4: Read; have students define pounced from the context.   Why did Sue Ann pounce?  How do 
the classmates feel about Sue Ann’s reading? 

• Pp. 15-16: Read; ask students what it means when it says that “Zack shook his head in amazement?”   

• Pp. 17-18: Read; ask students what is happening that is different from other days (more and more 
characters keep pouring out of the book).  Ask students why Zack is worried.   How do his classmates 
seem to feel about their class situation?  How do you know?  What does this tell us about Zack? 
(responsible; trying to help solve the problem) 

• Pp. 19-20: Read; discuss how it says that Miss Smith thought there was a little problem but it also says 
that her car screeched to a stop and she raced inside.  How do you think she was really feeling, and 
why?  Point out that screeched is another example of an onomatopoeia since saying the word copies 
the sound that her car made. 

• Pp. 21-22: Read; ask students for more evidence that Zack is responsible and trying to help solve the 
problem (he’s trying to stop the chaos).  What is his new problem (the characters don’t want to go 
back into the book)?   

• Pp. 23-24: Read; ask students to infer what it means when it says that Miss Smith let everyone know 
she meant business?  How does the picture show that (hand on hip)?  How do the classmates and 
characters feel about her attitude (scared)? 

• Pp. 25-26: Read; have students whoosh again.  How does the illustration help to show the whooshing 
movement of the characters?  Remind students this is an example of an onomatopoeia. 

• Pp. 27-28: Read; ask students why Mr. Rittenrotten’s mouth is open (shocked)?  Ask students what it 
means when it says that Miss Smith “flashed a secret smile at her class”.  Why did Zack “smile right 
back”?  What is the lesson that Zack has learned (that reading is so much fun)? 

III. POST READING 

• Why do you think the author chose to write this story?  What did he want us to remember? 

• What parts of the story could be real?  What parts could not happen in real life?  What book would you 
want Miss Smith to read aloud, and why? 

IV. SMALL GROUPS 
• Have students discuss the qualities that someone reading a book aloud should use to make the story 

exciting for the listeners.   

• Ask them to share a memory of someone reading a story aloud that they enjoyed, and why they 
enjoyed it. 


